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INTRODUCTION 
LET X be a bounded combinatorial m-manifold and let Y be a combinatorial n-ball. The 
following question sometimes arises. Given a piecewise linear embedding of the boundary 
8 of X in the boundary Yof Y, can it be extended to an embedding of X in Y? The main 
result in this direction derives from Irwin’s Embedding Theorem [2]. Since any map of 
X into Ymay clearly be extended to a map of X into Y, Irwin’s result in this case may be 
stated as follows. 
Any piecewise linear embedding of X in Y may be extended to a piecewise linear 
embedding of X into Y provided that n 2 m -t- 3, and X is (2m - n)-connected. 
To investigate whether this result is the best possible, consider the particular case 
when X is the ‘solid torus’ SP x Bq. Then Irwin’s theorem shows that the extension is always 
possible provided that n > max(p + q + 3, p + 2q + 1). 
THEOREM 1. With X and Y defined as above with p > 1, q > max(3, p + 1) and n = 
p + 2q, there are piecewise linear embeddings of .% in y which cannot be extended to piecewise 
linear embeddings of X in Y. 
NOTATION. Throughout this paper all manifolds are to be taken to be combinatorial 
manifolds and all mappings to be piecewise linear. X,,, will be the combinatorial manifold 
Sp x B4, and Yp,4 will be the combinatorial (p + 2q)-ball. The suffices p,q will usually be 
omitted when the meaning is clear. 
DEFINITION. Zf A*B denotes the join of A and B, the Standard Embedding of Sp x Sq-’ 
in Sp*Sq-‘*SqM2, where S’ denotes the r-sphere in each case, is dejined by (a, b) --f +a + ib, 
sending Sp x Sq-’ to the midpoints of the join Sp*Sq-‘. 
DEFINITION. An embedding i : ri -+ y is said to be unknotted if there is a homeomor- 
phism h : Y-+ Sp*Sq-‘*Sq-2 such that hi is the standard embedding. i is said to be knotted 
otherwise. 
THEOREM 2. If X and Y are as aboce and i is an embedding of _% in li, and ifn = p + 2q, 
p 2 1 and q 2 p + 2, then i extends to an embedding of X in Y if and only if i is unknotted. 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
1. If i is unknotted then it extends. This is in fact true without the dimensional restrictions, 
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for i extends to an embedding of X in Y. This follows directly from the fact that the 
standard embedding of x in P’*Sq-‘*Sq-* extends to an embedding of A’. For X can be 
mapped to the set of points (Aa + (1 - I)b; aeSP, FESS-’ and I> E. > )). 
2. Given an embedding i, of X in Y which maps ,y to Y, then there is an embedding 
i : X- Y such thati12 = i, I_% and i2 c $‘. For there are homeomorphisms h, : X- Xu 
(A! x Z) and h, : Y + Yu (Y x I). Define i as the composition of the three maps 
h,:X-+Xu(Xx~),i,u(i, x l):Xu(JtxX) -+ Yu(Px Z),and h;‘: Yu(Y x f)- Y. 
Then i is an embedding satisfying the required conditions. 
3. Given an embedding i: X+ Y with i_% c y and ik t f, we make the following con- 
struction. 
Let s be a point in S’, and let A be the q-ball in ,A’ given by s x Bq. Then iA is a 
q-ball in Y and iA c I’. So there is a q-ball B in I’ such that B = iA and b n iX = $. 
[I, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 1. There is a (q + I)-ball C in Y such that 6 c f, & n iA = 4, and c = iA u B 
(provided q > 3). 
Proof. Since Y and B are combinatorial balls there is a homeomorphism h of Y to a 
(p + 2q)-simplex such that hB is a q-simplex of the boundary. Now iA is unknotted module 
the boundary since the codimension is p + q 2 4 [3]. So there is an isotopy k of Y, fixed 
on the boundary, such that hk,(iA) is the join of hB to the barycentre, in hY. Define C 
so that hk,C is the join of hB to the barycentre of h Y. Then C is a (q + I)-ball with the 
required properties. 
4. Now to continue the construction started in paragraph 3, with A, B and C as above 
(see Fig. l), take subdivisions with respect to which all the inclusions and embeddings are 
simplicial, and then take the barycentric second derived subdivision. In this triangulation 
let N be the closed simplicial neighbourhood of iA in Y (see Fig. 2). Let B, = B - N, 
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(i.e. B - Bn N), let C, = C - N and let B2 = C, - B,. So B2 c 19 (see Fig. 3). Now take 
the barycentric derived triangulation at least twice more. In this new triangulation let R 
be the closed simplicial neighbourhood of C, in Y -.N (see Fig. 4). Let Fz = l? n .$, and 
let Fl =I? n Y. Then Fl and F2 are regular neighbourhoods of B, and B, in p-!ir, and 
$7 respectively. 
Let D, = (tin Y) u Fl and D, = (8 n Y) u F, and let D3 = 1x7 - D2, (see Figs. ja, 
b and c). NOW D, and D, are regular neighbourhoods of B, and B, in Yand ,g respectively, 
and so are both (p + 24 - I)-balls [4]. Similarly N is a (p + 2q)-ball and so rir is a sphere 
and D, is a 0, + 2g - I)-ball. 
FIGURE 5 
LEMMA 2. There is a homeomorphism of D, to D, Jvhich is the identity on N n I! 
Proof. FL v F2 is a regular neighbourhood of B, u B2 in & and so is homeomorphic 
to (B, u B,) x Zp+4-‘, where I’ denotes the r-cube. This homeomorphism may be chosen 
so that it maps Fl n F, onto (B, n BJ x Zp+4-‘. So any homeomorphism B, to B2 which 
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is the identity on their common boundary, induces a homeomorphism of Fl to Fz which is 
the identity on their intersection. This can be extended to a homeomorphism of D, to 
DI as required. 
5. i-‘Nis a second derived neighbourhood of A in X. Let H be X - i-‘N, let Z be A_, 
and let T be A_. Then Z is homeomorphic to X,-1,4. We now need some results from 
[l]. Since D, is a regular neighbourhood of B in Y, and since p > 1, q 3 p + 2, the embed- 
ding i of _% in Y has the same ‘knotting number’ as the embedding i of 2 in b,. So if iri 
is knotted in i’then ii is knotted in aI. (An unknotted embedding is readily seen to 
have knotting number zero.) 
Ifp = 1, and q > p + 2, and if i_? is knotted in Y, then ii is a pair of (q - I)-spheres 
in lj, with non-zero linking number when q is odd, and with odd linking number when q 
is even. Now ii does not meet $,, so ii lies in i>z which is the same as rj,. Furthermore, 
since there is a homeomorphism of D, to D, which is the identity on their intersection, 
the properties of being linked or knotted given above apply also to ii in b,. 
6. H (defined in [5]), is a (p + q)-ball, and so B is a (p + q - I)-sphere and the map ilfi + 
Y - N is nullhomotopic. Now there is a homeomorphism f: Y - N-+ LPf’ x Sph4-‘. 
If p is the projection map onto the second factor, then pfi: fi -+ Sp+4-’ must be a map of 
degree zero. But the degree of this map is equal to the intersection number of ifi with CI 
in Y - N. So the algebraic intersection of ifi with C, in Y - N is zero. Now fi = TU Z, 
andiTci%c Y,andB,niTcbniX=4. SoitinC,=iZnC,. iZciilsoiZnC,= 
iZn B,. Now by an arbitrarily small shift of C and hence of b, we can ensure that B2 is 
in general position with respect to iZ, and so iZn B, is a finite number of points with 
algebraic total zero. We are now in a position to prove the rest of Theorem 2 by induction 
on p. 
7. p = 1. iZ is in this case So x B4 = V‘j u V’,4 say, and D, is a 2q-ball. Now suppose that 
V,4 intersects B, in the pointsp,, p2 . . . pr with algebraic intersection Ed, c2, . . . , E, respectively, 
and suppose that V; intersects B, in the points ql, q2, . . . , s q with algebraic intersections 
VI> q2, ..* > qs respectively. Then Vf n D, = P, u P2 . . . u P, the disjoint union of r q-balls, 
regular neighbourhoods of the points pr . . . p, in Vf. Similarly V,4 n D, = Q 1 u . . u Q, the 
disjoint union ofsq-balls. Let Z, = 
( ’ i=l I) 
I’4 - & P. and let Z, = 
( j=1 ‘)’ 
Vq - b Q Then Z, and 
Z, are nonintersecting manifolds in D, with their boundaries in b,. So the linking number 
of their boundaries in b3 is zero. So P,P lk P,4 = 3;1 lk & ej + & Pi lk 1’4 - ; Pi lk ; ej, - - I 1 - 1 -1 
where A lk B denotes the linking number of A with B in b,. But Pi Ik Qj = 0 for all 
- - 
i and i, Pi Ik p; = -ei for all i , and Qj lk ril = --vi for all j. But linking numbers are - - 
skew commutative, according to the dimension. Thus if A and B are (q - 1)-spheres 
in a (2q - 1)-sphere, A lk B = (- 1)4LB Ik A = (- 1)’ B lk A. So 6’4, Ik Qj = (-)q-‘qj for 
- - - - 
alli,andso pTlklj;= --~E~+(-)~-~$B~. 
- 1 
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Now an orientation of fi induces opposite orientations on Vf and li:, and so the 
algebraic intersection of iZ with B2 is f &i - i vi which must be zero. So if q is odd, 
1 I 
p: Ik 3: = 0 and if (I is even, ri4, Ik tij is even. This, together with the results quoted in 
parygraph 5, shows that the embedding of the boundary cannot be knotted. 
8. p 2 2. We have iZ and B, in l&-? with their boundaries in im n i’, and having 
algebraic intersection zero. p > 2, so iZ is path-connected, and so is B2. So the pcints of 
intersection may be engulfed in a tree in the interior of iZ and also in a tree in the interior 
of B,. The inclusion map of the union of these two trees may be extended to an embedding 
of the cone on the union of the two trees, since F?is simply connected and of dimension 
~3. Provided that this embedded cone is in general position it will not meet iZ or B, 
again, since 4 > 3. Now take triangulations with respect to which all the embeddings are 
simplicial, and let E be the second derived neighbourhood of this cone in G> Then 
E is a (p + 24~ - I)-ball, En iZ is a (p + q + I)-ball, and En B, is a q-ball. The intersection 
number of En B, and En iZ in E is zero, so the inclusion maps of L? n B, and Ei n iZ in 
_I$ are disjoint embeddings with zero homological linking number. So there is an em- 
bedding of E n iZ in E which agrees with the original inclusion map on the boundary, and 
which does not intersect B,. Thus there is an embedding i, : Z + N-which agrees with 
i on the boundary and does not intersect B,. Now take a new triangulation with respect 
to which all the inclusions are simplicial, and let R’ be the new second derived neighbour- 
hood of C, in Y-N. Now define F;, F;, D;, 0; and 0; as F,, F2 etc. were defined only 
with R’ in the place of R. So i, embeds Z in 0;. But Z g X,_ l,q, so assume the theorem 
for X,_ ,.q. Then i,i, which is the same as ii is unknotted in bj;, and hence is unknotted 
in &. The results in paragraph 5 applied to 0; show that i is unknotted. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If q = p + 1 > 3, and X,+, and Y,,, are as above, then if i is an embedding 
of Xin Y with iri in y, then the restricted embedding of _% in P has zero knotting number. 
(See [I] for definition of knotting number). 
Proof. Exactly as for Theorem 3 except that in this case having knotting number zero 
is no longer sufficient to prove an embedding unknotted. 
Proof of Theorem 1. In the paper on knotted tori [l] it was proved that there are 
embeddings of Sp x B4 in Bp+24 which have non-zero knotting number provided that p k 1, 
and 4 > max(3, p + ‘1). Theorem 1 follows then from Theorems 2 and 3. 
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